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of understanding who he is. There are many names and titles
attributed to Jesus, and in this book we will explore twenty-five
of them.

Introduction
Life involves a lot of waiting. Our five-year-old daughter can have
a really difficult time with waiting, particularly for the things she
is most excited about. She also doesn’t have a very good understanding of time. For her, anything in the past is referred to as
“last night.” If she asks how long it is before her birthday, it
doesn’t matter whether we say two weeks or a hundred days. For
her, it might as well be an eternity. Waiting is hard.
The season of Advent is a reminder that we are no longer waiting. In fact, the word Advent means “coming.” The definition of
the word is “the arrival of a notable person, thing, or event.” The
purpose of Advent is to celebrate and reflect on the fact that we
are no longer waiting for God to fulfill the promise of a Savior.
This promise is fulfilled in Jesus, arguably the most famous person throughout all of history. Because he represents so many
things and literally is God, he has a lot of names. This is a mere
attempt to use language to help us begin the impossible task

There is simply nothing better than knowing Jesus, and there is
no end to what we can learn and discover about him. He’s just
that amazing. This little book is our gift to you for this Advent
season. It is meant to be read in the days leading up to December
25, thus it is twenty-five short daily readings. Our hope is that
it will help you learn more about the incredible person of Jesus,
that it will take you deeper into a relationship with him, and
that it will enrich your Christmas celebration. We believe he has
something to say to you.
In all the ways that you feel like life is full of waiting, let this
season of Advent remind you of what you aren’t waiting for anymore. We pray you will be renewed by the hope and joy that
Jesus gives.
“She will give birth to a son, and you are to give him the name
Jesus, because he will save his people from their sins” (Matt.
1:21 NIV).
With love, Mike and Leslie Colaw
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Day 1: The Word
M I K E C O L AW

In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God,
and the Word was God. He was in the beginning with God.
All things were made through him, and without him was
not any thing made that was made. In him was life, and the
life was the light of men. The light shines in the darkness, and
the darkness has not overcome it. (John 1:1–5)

In these modern days most of us pick names that sound “cool”
for our children and many of us don’t think much about our
last names at all. In my home I wanted to name our kids based
primarily on historical significance. Leslie quickly vetoed a few
of them. I wanted to name Nate “Titus,” the early church leader
and missionary. I wanted to name Emma “Dorcas,” who was
known for her good works and charity in the early church. I see
her as one of the first that understood the love of Jesus. Leslie shut
down Titus and Dorcas. All good; she is probably right. Frankly,
I think Emma especially is thankful for Mom’s intervention.
Middle school could have been rough with the name Dorcas.
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Historically, most names were given for three primary reasons: they serve to tell people where you are from, what you do,
and what you have accomplished. Jesus is given 198 titles and
names in the Bible and in those names are his identity. This is
incredible. It shows how deeply the original authors desired for
their readers to understand who Christ was.

Where in your life is there confusion? Jesus is the answer to all of
life’s questions, the word that brings clarity. This is much more
than the black and white words we read on the pages of our
Bibles. He is the living word that illuminates our minds and
awakens our hearts so we can be liberated and moved by the
power of his voice. Jesus is the Word.

The Bible was written by approximately forty authors over 4,000
years from multiple continents, and they really wanted their
readers to know the Messiah. The prologue of the book of John
is about Jesus (vs. 14) and introduces him as the eternal, preexistent, now incarnate “word.” What is the “word”? The Greek for
“word” here is logos. It simply means an utterance or something
spoken. In the New Testament this “utterance” or “speaking” is a
divine status that is attributed to Jesus.

Jesus, I recognize you as the very Word of God. This means that you
represent the very nature of God. Your words carry divine identity
and meaning. Help me to see beyond the words on this page. I want
to take a moment right now to pause and listen for the word you
have for me today.

This means Jesus is God and God is intentional, aware, powerful,
and engaged with his creation. Aristotle just might be correct. The
first mover of all things is intentional love and wisdom. “Let there
be light” (Gen. 1:3). This voice into the nothing shows presence,
care, and intentionality. Jesus was in chorus with this voice from
the beginning. He participated in our creation. We ourselves are
walking words of his. This also means that Jesus is the power of
God. His words can create the universe (Gen. 1:3), raise the dead
(John 11:43), and forgive sins (Luke 7:48). His very words will
even illuminate and restore the world (Rev. 21:5).
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Day 2: Son of God
M I K E C O L AW

Since then we have a great high priest who has passed through
the heavens, Jesus, the Son of God, let us hold fast our confession. For we do not have a high priest who is unable to
sympathize with our weaknesses, but one who in every respect has been tempted as we are, yet without sin. Let us then
with confidence draw near to the throne of grace, that we
may receive mercy and find grace to help in time of need.
(Hebrews 4:14–16)

My children are constantly asking me questions about God.
Sometimes I just don’t know the answer and their questions help
me go deeper in my faith. I have also discovered that they are
learning a lot about God not only from my words but from my
behavior. I “speak” God to them by what I say and what I do.
The truth is, I have to say sorry – often. It’s way easier to speak
about God than to continually live him out to them. I am a
flawed mediator between God and them.
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I have to remind my children that God is still working on me.
The days I get it right I give glory to God, and the days I get it
wrong I ask for forgiveness. My goal is to lead them to the true
mediator between themselves and God; the true example that
perfectly displays God and his ways; the true example that says
and does exactly what God intended to say to us as humans. The
true example is a part of God himself. It’s his Son, Jesus. My kids
need exactly what I need – a perfect voice and visible example of
God. I need to show them Jesus.
We don’t exactly know the author or the audience of the book of
Hebrews. Many think it was Paul, and the author is most likely
writing to Jewish Christians because of the continual assumption that the readers/hearers would know Jewish history.
The context of this section of Scripture is the knowledge that
God has spoken to people through prophets, priests, and angels.
The reader would already have known many stories of flawed
prophets and priests. They would have known about confusing
words from angels. We find the author make the case that Jesus
is the clear, perfect, and superior communication from God to
humans and humans to God. We should lean in as close as possible because Jesus is the ultimate priest. He is the perfect bridge
to the Father because he is the one true Son of God.
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Why does this matter? Jesus’ life and death mean we can know
what God is like. Jesus’ life and death mean we can know how
he would live daily as a human. Jesus’ life and death mean we
can know we are loved and God sees us. Jesus’ life and death
mean our fears, struggles, and hopes are seen by God. Jesus’ life
and death mean this broken life isn’t the end of our story and
through him all things will be made right.
We need the Son of God to be the perfect mediator between
God and us. We need Jesus.
Father, thank you for Jesus! I can see you because of him. I want to
know what he says and what he does. I want to know you and the
greatest way to know you is through your Son. I pray I would point
people to your Son, especially my family. Help me to show people the
perfect mediator – Jesus.
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Day 3: Son of Man
M I K E C O L AW

And Jesus said to him, “Today salvation has come to this
house, since he also is a son of Abraham. For the Son of Man
came to seek and to save the lost.” (Luke 19:9–10)

Picture in your mind a public figure that you really don’t like.
Maybe it’s a politician or some other notable figure that has
power you believe they abuse and don’t deserve. On your best
day, when you read a news article about this person who has
reportedly done another thing that you find reprehensible, you
take a moment to pray for them. On your worst day, you send
an irate email or join an angry mob.
Zacchaeus was a detestable public figure, the character referred
to in Luke 19. He was a tax collector, someone hated by the
public because he benefited off their suffering and hardship.
Zacchaeus was curious about Jesus, even climbing a tree so he
could get a glimpse of him. Jesus saw Zachaeus and chose him
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to have a meal with. The people who witnessed this were angry.
Why would Jesus choose to spend time with this crook? This
story reminds us that Jesus came to save all of us.
The theological term “hypostatic union” refers to the divine and
unique entanglement of God and flesh. Jesus is the perfect embodiment of God who came to seek and save us. The name “Son
of Man” also shows the heart of God. The Son of Man is God
come to save all humanity.
Jesus is the embodiment of truth and love that shows us we
are to treat all with love and dignity. We as Christians value
all human life, including nonbelievers. Think of water wells
in Africa and Destiny Rescue working to end human trafficking. Think of Jesus flipping the tables in the outer court (Matt.
21:12–13). That part of the temple was the place where nonbelievers were meant to come and learn about God. Jesus’ most
intense moment was in defense of the plight of nonbelievers.
We know that God wants us to value all human life. The unborn baby matters, the pregnant woman matters, the elderly
matter, the poor matter, and civil rights matter. What do we do
with this? This isn’t new. Groups represented in the Bible, like
the Pharisees, the Zealots, and the Sadducees, were all struggling
with the same problems. How do we embody truth rightly?
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Jesus is the perfect embodiment of truth and love. Jesus is “the
author and perfecter of our faith” (Heb. 12:2). It’s in his name.
He is the Son of Man, the defender and advocate for all mankind. Jesus treats everyone with dignity and sees all as glorious
eternal beings that have immeasurable worth, from the poorest
child to the richest politician. For those of us who have already
received this salvation, we now carry this message that is not one
of condemnation, but of invitation.
Jesus, I thank you for seeking and saving me. Because you did this, I
recognize how much I must be worth to you. Help me embrace this
as my identity. I want to help others find this, too.
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imagined. Not merely blasphemy, it was madness.”1

Day 4: Redeemer
L E S L I E C O L AW

In him we have redemption through his blood, the forgiveness of sins, in accordance with the riches of God’s grace.
(Ephesians 1:7 NIV)

Jesus came into the world at an interesting time, the way in
which he died even more interesting, and we can be confident
in believing it was no accident. As astounding as it may be,
somehow it was God’s will for his Son to die by way of crucifixion, at the time considered a most shameful and degrading
method of capital punishment. It was public, gruesome, humiliating, and caused the most profound agony. Such a fate was
the worst imaginable, reserved mostly for slaves. The idea that
a divine God-man would suffer such a fate was unthinkable. It
was particularly difficult for the Jews to accept. As Tom Holland
wrote in his book Dominion, “No more shocking a reversal of
their most devoutly held assumptions could possibly have been

Madness. God sometimes has a flare for the dramatic.Sometimes
we need to be shocked, to have our most devoutly held assumptions challenged. It is in our own grotesque, contemptible places
that God does his best redeeming work. It is by blood and death
alone that we are redeemed. Isaiah 64:6 says our righteousness is
like filthy rags, so we can only imagine how God must view our
unrighteousness. And therein lies the blessed truth that when
we were powerless, hopeless, and dead in our sin, Jesus made it
possible for us to be redeemed, according to the riches of God’s
grace. We were slaves to sin, deserving of such a gruesome death,
and he bought us back with his own life.
Why has he redeemed us? So that we can be what we were always meant to be and fulfill our created purpose: to be a display
of his glory. Why is this important? John Piper says, “God is
most glorified in us when we are most satisfied in him.” We are
also most satisfied when he is glorified in us because this is our
created purpose. Our satisfaction and his glorification go hand
in hand. This is what it means to be redeemed. It is to be bought
back by the One who made us, to be what we were meant to be
all along – a display of his glory (Rom. 8:20–21).
Tom Holland, Dominion: The Making of the Western Mind (London:
Abacus, 2020), page 6.
1
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God took a symbol of suffering, humiliation, shame, death, a
torture device that said, “You are rejected, trash to be thrown
away,” and made it into a symbol of hope, life, and glory. There
is nothing and no one God cannot redeem.
Jesus, I thank you for this blessed truth – that you are Redeemer.
Deep inside I know this world is not right, that I am not right.
Your gift of redemption is my only hope. I long for the day when you
complete this redemptive work by creating a new humanity, a new
heaven and a new earth. I see hints of it on this earth and I wait for
the day when you bring your redemption in all its fullness.

Day 5: Man of Sorrows
L E S L I E C O L AW

He was despised and rejected by men, a man of sorrows and
acquainted with grief; and as one from whom men hide their
faces he was despised, and we esteemed him not. (Isaiah 53:3)

One doesn’t have to look far in this world to find a tragic story, a
story we almost wish we could unlearn because of the heavy sadness it brings. One such story takes us to Newtown, Connecticut
on December 14, 2012. A disturbed young man named Adam
Lanza invaded Sandy Hook Elementary School where he shot
and killed twenty-six people, including twenty children between
the ages of six and seven and six adult staff members. Prior to
his coming to the school, he shot his own mother, and after his
shooting spree at the school, he shot and killed himself. The
memory of that day still fills me with grief, even though I didn’t
personally know any of the victims. I still wonder about the parents and families of those children and adults that were killed.
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I ache for the long road of grief they must be walking, and I
imagine that community has never been the same.
John Piper reflected on this tragedy in a piece he wrote titled
“How Does Jesus Come to Newtown?”
The world needed a suffering Sovereign. Mere suffering would
not do. Mere sovereignty would not do. The one is not strong
enough to save; the other is not weak enough to sympathize. So
he came as who he was: The compassionate King. The crushed
Conqueror. The lamb-like Lion. The suffering Sovereign.2
We need the sorrow and suffering of Christ just as much as we
need his kingship and sovereignty. Many of the Jews waited for
a Messiah that would be a military conqueror, crushing their
enemies, and they still wait today. They could not recognize a
suffering, dying man as their Savior. But this is essentially what
makes him the Savior we need. One who stepped into our suffering, one who knows what it feels like to be rejected and despised,
to experience great pain and crushing grief.

John Piper, “How Does Jesus Come to Newtown?” Desiring God,
December 14, 2012 (accessed September 28, 2021), https://www.
desiringgod.org/articles/how-does-jesus-come-to-newtown.
2
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As our hearts grieve over the brokenness of this world, so does
the heart of God. As we grapple with our questions of why, as
we look with horror on the evils inflicted upon ourselves and our
world, we find comfort in knowing that God himself did not
distance himself from our suffering. He, too, sojourned through
the valley of the shadow of death, was hunted by enemies, and
betrayed by people he loved. Therefore, in our grief we find comfort and “with his wounds we are healed” (Isa. 53:5).
Jesus, in my places of grief, help me to find comfort and peace in the
fellowship of your suffering. You are the conquering king who has
overcome the world, and the suffering, sympathetic God-man whom
I can know intimately and personally. When I am prone to blame
you or withdraw from you in my hardship, help me to instead fall
into you and find healing for my aching heart. Help me to share the
comfort I have received from you with others.
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Day 6: Lamb of God
M I K E C O L AW

The next day he saw Jesus coming toward him, and said,
“Behold, the Lamb of God, who takes away the sin of the
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witness to who Christ was. John was known to be a wise teacher from a respected family (Luke 1:5–25). He was also known
to be unafraid of speaking truth, which would ultimately cost
him his life (Mark 6:14–29). His honesty even included confessing his doubts (Luke 7:18–23). John had influence but set
his own limits. He wasn’t power hungry (John 1:19–23; Matt.
3:4). John was the perfect person to be the champion of Jesus.
A first follower.

world!” (John 1:29)

John, this perfect witness, calls Jesus “the Lamb of God.” What
does this mean?

In Exodus when the Hebrews were slaves in Egypt, God set out
to rescue them. He caused plagues for the Egyptians so that
Pharoah would let his people go, but Pharoah was stubborn. The
final plague after which he finally relented was one of death. The
firstborn child of every household would die unless the blood of
a lamb was painted above the entrance to the house, in which
case the angel of death would pass over that household. This is
how the Hebrew houses were protected from this plague, and
they continued to celebrate the Passover each year as a reminder
of God’s provision and protection.

We all long for the world to be good. There is something in us
since the fall in Eden that we call “evil.” It corrupts, steals, and
destroys. For God to rid the world of this evil he would have to
get rid of us because the evil is in us. In the Old Testament, animal sacrifice was the method of dealing with sin. Humans had
broken much because of sin and something had to be done about
it. Yet none of their sacrifices could fully do this. For hundreds
of years, Jews brought lambs to the temple as sacrifices for their
sins. However, there was a problem. They kept making more
evil. Something more powerful and permanent was needed.

In today’s Scripture, John the Baptist sees Jesus coming and declares him the Lamb of God. John the Baptist was no random

So God sent his own firstborn Son to pay the debt – or carry
away – the sin that was done against him. The true victim takes
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the place of the perpetrator. God, the true victim of our wrongdoing loves us immeasurably, so much so that he not only wants
to deal with sin, he wants to reconcile us to himself. The blood
of animals simply wasn’t enough. Jesus had to become the final,
sacrificial lamb.
The way has been made for us, the final sacrifice given. Our lives
should serve to help others find the way. God went to such great
lengths because he wants all to be reconciled to him.
Jesus, I am so grateful that you paid the price of sin for me. Help me
to receive your forgiveness and practice it with others. Help me to
walk in reconciliation.

Day 7: King of Kings
M I K E C O L AW

On his robe and on his thigh he has this name written: King
of Kings and Lord of Lords. (Revelation 19:16 NIV)

There’s a rather famous quote coined by the nineteenth century
British historian Lord Acton: “Absolute power corrupts absolutely.” There’s a lot of truth to this statement. History is littered
with evil rulers and dictators whose absolute power led them
to do terrible things. A recent study published in the Journal of
Applied Psychology, however, found that many people’s responses
to power were shaped by the moral regard they placed on being
compassionate, fair, and caring. I can’t speak to the accuracy of
these findings, but what I do find interesting is the value placed
on compassion. Jesus – arguably the most famous person in all
of history – is known for how compassion worked alongside his
power, and it changed the world.
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The early church was changing the world rapidly but not the
way they originally wanted. Instead of a military takeover reinstating Jews to power, they were winning hearts through the love
of Jesus. However, this favor isn’t a favor that causes peace. The
message of Jesus is one that condemns sin and has clear boundaries. Those that oppose it hate and want to kill Christians. The
revolution is truly like Christ: it brings clear truth and immeasurable mercy.
Humans tend to err on one of two sides. They have no mercy
for those caught in sin, so they look like tyrants who demand
specific behaviors and punish those that don’t live up to their
standards. Or, they are people that so deeply want to be liked
that they speak no or very little truth, inadvertently giving permission for more sin to destroy and distort. When King Jesus
comes, he will strike down what is evil. For those who are lost,
King Jesus is full of compassion and will do everything possible
to save them.
What does this mean for us? As if the wayward person is our
own child, we are called to have deep compassion and speak
clear truth. Jesus, the King of Kings, embodies this perfectly.
He is neither a passive permission giver nor a cruel dictator. The
perfect King is more like a perfect Father. Be aware of where you
might err. Are you passive or cruel? Either one is wrong.
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Jesus is the perfect King and Father who creates the perfect kingdom and family. A day is coming when Jesus will return as the
King of Kings. We will live as a family in a perfect kingdom that
is clear in its ethos and marked by immeasurable love.
Father, I want to be in your kingdom and I want you to be my King.
You are the perfect King and Father. You create the perfect family
and kingdom. Help me to love your people, my family members,
even the ones that are lost. Help me also to be courageous to speak
your ways clearly. I pray that your lost children would come home! I
see the real enemy isn’t my brothers and sisters but the evil that has
pierced their hearts. Like you, I want to have compassion for them.
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Day 8: Wonderful Counselor
M I K E C O L AW

For to us a child is born, to us a son is given; and the government shall be upon his shoulder, and his name shall be called
Wonderful Counselor, Mighty God, Everlasting Father,
Prince of Peace. (Isaiah 9:6)

The field of psychology has many branches, theories, and methods. The complexity of the human mind and emotions creates
endless opportunity to explore paths toward healing and wholeness. While these methods help many people, rates of depression
and suicide continue to increase. Life trauma, mental illness, and
difficult circumstances continue to present so many challenges
and heartaches. Where can we go for true healing?
The opening section of Isaiah is full of both judgment and hope.
God has a grand plan for humanity, one that will lead us all
to a place of universal peace and justice – a new Eden. Isaiah
has one extremely powerful foundational assumption that isn’t
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directly stated: God is involved with his creation. In theology
the term deism refers to the belief that this universe and all the
complexities in it require a supreme intelligence, but deists believe that this “god” isn’t involved with creation at all. He started
it but is now absent. This isn’t Judaism or Christianity. There,
the core belief is that God not only created, but that he loves
and is involved with his creation. He is not an absent father but
a very involved one who has a clear objective – our flourishing.
The Bible shows God interacting with humans in increasing intimacy until God literally becomes human. Jesus is the perfect
counselor, guide, and compass. In Jesus we see the care, compassion, and empathy of God. He is a good and present father, a
wonderful counselor.
For us this means that God is not an absent father, and his perfect justice and mercy lead to a glorious end for humans – heaven. To turn to Jesus is not merely submitting to power, but to
love. Thus, his guidance centers on our good, our full flourishing. Our God feels for us. He weeps for us (Luke 19:41–44;
John 11:35). He suffers for us (John 3:16). He even works to
prepare a perfect home for us (John 14:3). Everything rests upon
his shoulders and yet he knows us intimately, better than any human counselor ever could. We need not even articulate what we
are feeling and thinking, for he discerns our thoughts from afar
(Ps. 139:2). He reaches the deepest places of who we are with his
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love and wisdom. Our Creator and Father is the only one who
can lead us to true healing.
Jesus, you are the Wonderful Counselor. You were there when the
foundation of the earth was laid (John 1:1–5). You are involved
and intimate with creation. You have not abandoned me and you
desire my ultimate good (Isa. 9:6). In all these things you guide
and show me the way. Thank you for being a truly good Father and
wonderful counselor.

Day 9: Light of the World
L E S L I E C O L AW

Again Jesus spoke to them, saying, “I am the light of the
world. Whoever follows me will not walk in darkness, but
will have the light of life.” (John 8:12)

As a child I loved to read, and I also felt the harsh unfairness of
a bedtime that I believed was too early. In my young rebellion, I
tried to figure out a way to read after the enforced bedtime without getting caught, so I utilized my small nightlight to aid in this
endeavor. While my eyes strained a bit to make out the words on
the page, the small light was enough to give me the ability to see,
even with the darkness that still surrounded me.
While I don’t encourage rebelling against your parents, the lesson is simple – light brings clarity in the midst of darkness. We
see this truth in Scripture from the very beginning. Interestingly,
light was the first thing God created when he made the world
(Gen. 1:3). His first creative act was to separate the darkness
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from the light. We see this recurring theme of light throughout
the Bible. One of the Old Testament prophecies about the coming of Christ says, “The people who walked in darkness have
seen a great light” (Isa. 9:2).
In Jesus we find the ultimate light. Without him we would still
be walking in darkness. John 1:9 says he is the “true light, which
gives light to everyone.” What does light do? It reveals, it helps
us see, just like my little nightlight that helped me make out the
words on the page. One of the primary identities and purposes
of Jesus was to reveal the nature and character of God to us. As
it says in Hebrews 1:3, Jesus is “the radiance of the glory of God
and the exact imprint of his nature.” Jesus coming in human
flesh was to be a light to the world so that we could see God. But
it is much more than a seeing with the eyes, it is a seeing with
the heart, through faith.
Jesus is light that separates darkness from light, but that doesn’t
mean he is absent in the darkness. In fact, our periods or places
of darkness may very well be those that give our hearts the most
clarity. Throughout Scripture, darkness is a crucible in which
God creates and re-creates shalom for the world. In the night,
God forms relationships with us, liberates us from injustice, and
saves us. In short, God converts us during the night. His light
teaches us we need not fear the dark.
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To see Jesus and to trust in him as the light is to see God. As we
make our way through a dark world, sometimes uncertain about
how to navigate or respond to the things we experience, Jesus is
the light that brings sight to the eyes of our hearts, illuminating our path so we can see which way we should go, pulling us
toward him. He is a light for all who would choose to believe.
Even for those who don’t believe, one day “every eye will see
him” (Rev. 1:7).
Jesus, thank you for being the light that helps me see. I pray your
light would drive out fear of the darkness around me. May I continue to look to you as my true source of light, the light that reveals
God to me. Until the day when I see you with my very own eyes, my
heart will trust in you.
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Day 10: Bread of Life
M I K E C O L AW

Jesus said to them, “I am the bread of life; whoever comes to
me shall not hunger, and whoever believes in me shall never
thirst.” (John 6:35)

In ancient Israel, the bread of the Presence, or showbread, was
kept on a table in the tabernacle. It was set out every Sabbath
and could only be eaten by the priests. Every year the people
would gather at the tabernacle for the Passover celebration. The
priest would come out with the showbread, hold it up high before the people and say, “Behold, God’s love for you.” This was
yet another foreshadowing of what was to come.
In John chapter 6 Jesus performed a glorious miracle. He fed a
crowd of thousands with just five loaves of bread and two fish.
These people were the hungry, sick, and subjugated. They love
that Jesus could do this! So is Jesus like a genie or Santa Claus? Is
his goal to give people what they want? Well, no. His objective,
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then as well as now, is to give people what they need, what they
really need, and provide it through himself. Jesus showed that
he was able to take a small amount of food to provide more
than enough for a massive crowd of people. In fact, he provided
so much that there were twelve baskets of leftovers. In him, we
“always have more than enough” (Ps. 23:1).
Though Jesus heals physical ailments, it isn’t a healthier body
that people really need. Though he provides food, it isn’t full
stomachs that will bring ultimate satisfaction. Though he provides money for taxes, it isn’t a right standing with Rome or
wealth that will satisfy our debt. It is a right standing with God,
being brought back into his eternal kingdom. Our greatest satisfaction is being back in Eden, our true home. Jesus knows this.
All these other momentary appeasements are small tastes of the
ultimate feast he provides, a table at which we will never hunger or thirst again. This greatest good only comes through fully
“consuming” the work and ways of Jesus. Only through Christ
do we return to Eden – heaven.
God, our designer, knows what we need and desires our true and
complete satisfaction. Jesus is the sustenance by which he provides this, the way back to Eden. Our truest satisfaction doesn’t
come from money, food, or fame. It only comes through Christ,
the Bread of Life provided for us to consume in every way.
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It is no longer a symbolic loaf of bread made from flour and water
that represents God’s provision to us, no longer a singular loaf
reserved for consumption by the priests, a mere glimpse for the
masses. It is the image of Jesus on the cross, held up high for all
to see. “Behold, God’s love for you.” Come, eat, and be satisfied.
Jesus, you are true satisfaction. I have spent so much of my life trying
to be whole by pursuing and consuming things that still leave me
hungry and incomplete. I choose to consume you, to fully embrace
and trust in you. You are the Bread of Life, the way to true satisfaction, the way back to Eden.

Day 11: Chief Cornerstone
L E S L I E C O L AW

Consequently, you are no longer foreigners and strangers, but
fellow citizens with God’s people and also members of his
household, built on the foundation of the apostles and prophets, with Christ Jesus himself as the chief cornerstone. In him
the whole building is joined together and rises to become a
holy temple in the Lord. And in him you too are being built
together to become a dwelling in which God lives by his
Spirit. (Ephesians 2:19–22 NIV)

In relation to architecture, a cornerstone has traditionally always
been the first stone laid for a structure, with all other stones laid
in reference to it. A cornerstone marks the geographical location
by orienting a building in a specific direction. Cornerstones have
been around for millennia, serving as the foundational beginning of a structure to ensure its stability. Through the years, cornerstones have at times taken on other purposes. Some buildings
display a “cornerstone” with a year engraved on it to indicate
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its date of construction, or the name of a prominent person to
give recognition to their importance in relation to the structure,
displayed at the front above the main entrance. These are mock
cornerstones that don’t serve to establish a true foundation. Just
calling any stone a cornerstone doesn’t make it so.
Some believe there are many ways to God. Take your pick of
faith systems: Hinduism, Catholicism, Judaism, Buddhism,
Islam, Taoism, Gnosticism … the list goes on. Jesus made no
pretense; he identified himself as the way, truth, and life. He’s
either right or wrong, Lord or liar. Many others claim to be the
way, but just calling any stone a cornerstone doesn’t make it so.
Jesus is identified as the Chief Cornerstone. He’s not just one way,
just another name on a plaque to pay homage to a great man. He
is the Way. His life, death, and resurrection is the foundation all
else is built upon. In him we are all joined together, being built
up as a “dwelling in which God lives by his Spirit.” To believe in
him is to believe in him exclusively, and those who believe in him
are vessels in which his Spirit lives. This is made possible only
through Christ. His sacrifice on the cross gives us the redemption
from our sins, removing once and for all the darkness of sin that
separates us from the Spirit of God. This is why Jesus is the cornerstone on which all else is built. He is the only one who could
defeat sin and death. This is what makes him the one true God.
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To be built upon him as the foundation means to confess our
sin, believe he is our Savior, and commit our lives to him. We
continue to seek him and know him more, being built together
with other believers as the dwelling of God. We recognize that
we belong to him, citizens of his kingdom and members of his
family. He is the foundation we are built upon, the cornerstone
that orients us in a specific direction.
Jesus, I recognize you as the one true God and therefore the
Cornerstone on which my life is built. As I orient myself in your direction, I trust that you will continue to build me up by your Spirit.
Establish your church as a solid structure with your love and truth
as the foundation.
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there’s continual maintenance and care the tree needs: pruning,
fighting off insects and disease, making sure it gets adequate water and sunlight. To enjoy the fruit requires time, care, and a lot
of patience.

Day 12: The True Vine
L E S L I E C O L AW

I am the vine; you are the branches. Whoever abides in me
and I in him, he it is that bears much fruit, for apart from me
you can do nothing. (John 15:5)

Have you ever considered what might be missing from the
mindset of those in an industrial culture as opposed to an agrarian culture? There are many important lessons to be learned from
farming or tending a garden. In our society today, if we want
some fruit, like apples for example, most of us would simply get
in our car, drive to the store, and pick up some apples. They’re
pretty much always there whenever we need them, some stores
are even open twenty-four hours. Or, even more on demand, we
can use our phones to place a grocery order and have the apples
delivered right to our door. Many of us don’t know the experience of planting a seed, watering it, waiting for it to sprout,
tending the young tree for years until it finally matures and begins to produce fruit. Even when it does begin to produce fruit,

If we had more of an agrarian experience, perhaps we’d have
more patience with ourselves in our own spiritual journeys, with
the slow and tedious process of growth. Perhaps we’d have a better understanding of how much we need to stay connected to the
Source of light and water that helps us grow slowly. We’d like to
go from seed to mighty oak instantly, but Christ’s work in us is
not instantaneous, it’s agrarian.
Spiritually speaking, to bear much fruit means we must stay connected to Christ, who provides the nutrients needed to grow.
He tells us to abide in him. To abide means to remain stable
or fixed in a state, to continue in a place. I think of a tree that
remains stable in its place, its roots growing deeper and deeper
with time, becoming ever more fixed in the earth in which it was
first planted.
In John 15:9 Jesus says, “Abide in my love.” This is the key nutrient, the light and water that fuels our growth – his love. He
doesn’t say, “Abide by my commands”; he says, “Abide in my
love.” Remain stable and fixed in his love. Apart from this, we
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can do nothing. We are powerless, dead, and unfruitful. He
doesn’t disregard his commandments, for he also says, “If you
keep my commandments, you will abide in my love” (v. 10). The
two work in tandem with one another. We cannot keep his commandments without the help of his love, and we cannot claim to
love him if we don’t obey him. If we abide in his love, following
his commandments, we will bear much fruit.
Jesus, I recognize you as the True Vine from which I will experience
fruitfulness. Your instructions are simple – to abide in your love.
I thank you that you are a God of love, and I thank you for your
patience with me. Help me to remain stable and fixed in your love.
I know as I do that, you will be faithful to provide what I need to
grow. You will make me “like a tree planted by streams of water that
yields its fruit in its season, [whose] leaf does not wither” (Ps. 1:3).
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Day 13: Savior
M I K E C O L AW

And there is salvation in no one else, for there is no other
name under heaven given among men by which we must be
saved. (Acts 4:12)

Have you ever seen the Just Be Kind signs? Many people display
them in their yard. I actually really like them and the story is really cool too. It started in Central Indiana and has spread all over.
The “just be kind” group started back in 2015 as an after-school
club. They started making signs, T-shirts and keychains and used
the profits to support area organizations. It’s a sweet story. If you
have the sign, keep it. I don’t at all have a problem with the heart
behind this. The question remains though, why doesn’t this
work? How long has humanity existed and why can’t we actually
“just be kind”? Why do we continue to fight with each other?
Even many who shout this mantra turn on those who don’t share
their viewpoint. It seems that being kind at a true societal level
is nearly impossible. Without an objective truth that humanity
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submits to, we find increasingly entrenched tribes at war with
each other.
Humans are religious beings whether they believe in a
god or not. The need for a true objective guide is becoming so clear we now have powerful apologists defending
Christianity who aren’t Christian, people such as Bill Maher,
Tom Holland, and Jordan Peterson. These people see the problem
and defend Christianity as necessary for society to operate well.
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levels. I deeply want peace. I deeply desire unity. I want to put
one of those signs in my yard. At least I am thinking about it.
I wish I could add a caveat at the bottom, but I love the heart
behind it. It takes the innocence and partial blindness of a child’s
movement to help us see that our ways don’t work. See, Jesus is
how we “just be kind.” It is his mold that has true eternal staying
power. It’s his version of interrelating that will lead us to heaven
and create the greatest family reunion anyone could imagine.
Jesus is salvation. It is in his name alone.

There was societal turmoil in the time of Jesus. The
Sadducees didn’t believe in the resurrection of the dead and Pilot
defended Jesus while denying objective truth. We find the bed
of today’s text in a decaying Roman Empire full of opinionated people groups searching for something that could bind them.
Peter tells them there is a prime truth: Jesus. He is the Savior not
only of their individual lives but of humanity. Jesus isn’t merely
a good teacher or guide that knows a better way. He came claiming to be “the Truth” (John 14:6), the prime compass, the unifier of humanity, and the way forward. He is the first of a new
mold, the next evolution, the prototype of humanity that can
live forever in harmony with God and each other. Jesus doesn’t
merely know the way to be saved. He is Savior.
I want you to experience kindness and goodness at glorious

Jesus, salvation is found only in you. You are the only guide that can
show us the way. Humanity’s best efforts will fail every time. I look
to you alone to save me.
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Day 14: The Good Shepherd
L E S L I E C O L AW

I am the good shepherd; I know my sheep and my sheep know
me— just as the Father knows me and I know the Father—
and I lay down my life for the sheep. (John 10:14–15 NIV)

Have you ever thought about what the life of a shepherd must be
like? Shepherding is a lowly, humble profession. They’ve never
been considered the prestigious or honored of society. A good
shepherd embraces this role and recognizes the importance of
it even if others don’t. A good shepherd knows that the path to
success means tending to the flock while caring for the individual. He would need to be someone who gives care and attention
to each sheep, to the sick, the injured. This shepherd can identify a lamb that’s in need within a flock of hundreds or even
thousands. He pays attention; he spends hours upon hours with
them, learning and studying them. He knows they need him and
he would never abandon them. He protects them from danger
and seeks to find any who are lost.
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The fact that Jesus referred to himself as the Good Shepherd
is significant. The profession of shepherd is a common theme
throughout Scripture. Many of the Jewish patriarchs and leaders
were shepherds, such as Moses, Abraham, and King David, so
the idea of a shepherd leader would not have been foreign to
them. Jesus being the shepherd was also a fulfillment of prophecy: he is pointing to himself as the Messiah. This is why his
words caused so much conflict and outrage (John 10:33). In the
book of Ezekiel, God refers to himself as a shepherd who will
tend his sheep, search for the lost and bring them back, bind
up the injured and strengthen the weak (34:15–16). He will be
a shepherd of justice who will hold the abusive or neglectful
shepherds accountable (34:10). He takes the care of his flock
very seriously.
Not only does Jesus as the shepherd mean he cares for us, it
also means that he is the way to the Father. He refers to himself as both gate and gatekeeper. The sheep follow him through
this gate because they know him and they know his voice (John
10:2–4, 7–9).
Here we see the relational nature of God. He is the gatekeeper,
he is the way, and his sheep follow because they know him and
recognize his voice. Like a good shepherd, he spends time with
his sheep, he is present; he nurtures them and tends to their
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needs, he sees them and notices when all is not well; he goes after
the ones who are lost to make them his own; he seeks to protect
his sheep from danger. Ultimately, he lays his own life down for
his sheep.
We are his sheep. He loves us, sees our every wound, and seeks
to gather us into his fold. We are called to point people to this
way, to the gatekeeper. Those of us who are in Christ are to be
the hands and feet of the Good Shepherd, caring for his flock,
nurturing them, facilitating their healing, looking out for those
who need help, and protecting them. He humbled himself, laying down his own life, and in his footsteps we follow.
Jesus, help me to sense your gentle, caring presence. Help me to
recognize I am in good hands with you. Bind up my wounds and
lead me to healing. Help me to lead others to you as well, into your
good pasture.

Day 15: Lord
L E S L I E C O L AW

So that at the name of Jesus every knee should bow, in heaven and on earth and under the earth, and every tongue confess that Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the Father.
(Philippians 2:10–11)

I love to watch football. I love the energy and intensity, the
spurts of movement amidst all the lulls and timeouts, and the
excitement of a touchdown. As an Oklahoma girl, my favorite is
to watch the Sooners play, especially when they beat their Texan
rivals. As we all know, in football you have players and referees.
Even though the players are usually bigger, stronger, and faster,
the referees are the ones calling the shots. This can be summed
up in one word: authority. The referees have an authority the
players don’t have, and everyone knows this and submits to the
calls of the referee. Even an angry, yelling coach from the sidelines can’t trump the referee. Honestly, without the authority of
the referee the game wouldn’t be much fun.
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We like to think of Jesus as a gentle loving shepherd, as a friend,
and as a Savior who has rescued us. What about the fact that he
is also Lord? What does this mean? The Bible says that Jesus has
been given all authority in heaven and earth (Matt. 28:18) and
that God has “put all things under his feet” (Eph. 1:22). Our
verse for today tells us that all will bow before him, every tongue
confessing him as Lord. He already has authority and lordship,
but one day all will see it with their eyes and acknowledge it with
their lips. We either confess this now or later.
Because Jesus is Lord, we should submit to him in all things.
Our obedience aligns with his authority. Jesus having the name
Lord should inform all we do in life. We were made to function
in cadence with him. As he died, we die with him. As he rose, we
rise with him. As he is seated in heaven at the throne of God, so
shall we be (2 Cor. 4:14; Eph. 2:5–6). Because of his lordship, he
is first in everything and should be first in everything in our own
lives (Col. 1:18). In our words, attitudes, behaviors, choices, we
put him first. We must confess him as Lord before man, desiring
God’s approval over others (Matt. 10:32).
I certainly don’t do this perfectly, submitting to him in everything I think, say, and do, and I’m guessing you don’t either.
But as followers of Christ, we should be progressively seeking to
make him first in everything.
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Jesus may be your friend and Savior, but is he your Lord?
Jesus, here and now I confess you as Lord. I confess the areas of my
life where my obedience does not align with your authority, and I
choose to move toward alignment with you from this day forward.
One day every tongue will confess and every knee will bow, acknowledging you as Lord. For me, that day is today.
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Day 16: The Truth
L E S L I E C O L AW

For this purpose I was born and for this purpose I have come
into the world—to bear witness to the truth. Everyone who
is of the truth listens to my voice. (John 18:37)

How does one find the truth these days? In a culture that increasingly emphasizes feelings over facts, as the chasm between
worldviews grows wider, it can be difficult to find accurate information. The medical professionals, scientists, and politicians certainly can’t agree. Just when you think you’ve landed on accurate
information, another source claims something completely different just as confidently as those with opposing views and with
just as seemingly credible sources and equal passion. Oftentimes
the answer we’re looking for can seem as clear as mud. Where is
the truth?
In this passage from John 18, Jesus is talking to Pilate, a powerful Roman governor. This exchange between Jesus and Pilate
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in verses 33–38 is interesting. In verse 37, Jesus is responding
to Pilate who is trying to figure out who Jesus is and why the
mob wants to kill him. Pilate asked, “So you are a king?” Clearly
Pilate himself is unsure of what to think in this situation and
what to make of this man who has caused such a stir. He knows
the mob wants to kill Jesus, but he’s not sure why, and it appears
he doesn’t really want to go along with it.
Isn’t that often the predicament we find ourselves in? Caught
between opposing sides, unsure of who’s right and which side to
choose. We might find ourselves responding like Pilate, who in
verse 38 says to Jesus, “What is truth?”
The answer is found in the words Jesus had just spoken – and
that Pilate failed to understand: “Everyone who is of the truth
listens to my voice.”
In John 10:25–27 Jesus talked about his sheep that know and
listen to his voice: “The works I do in my Father’s name bear
witness about me, but you do not believe because you are not
my sheep. My sheep hear my voice, and I know them, and they
follow me.” Jesus showed us that God is a relational God. Pilate
didn’t understand the words of Jesus because he didn’t know Jesus.
It’s not just about knowing what he said, it’s about knowing the
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person of Jesus. It’s not knowing the facts; it’s knowing a person.
This is how we find the truth.
The Bible serves as an important guide that gives us a lot of
instructions on how we should live. Psalm 119:105 says, “Your
word is a lamp to my feet and a light to my path.” The words
alone, however, are not enough. There are many who know the
words, but unless we know the person, we won’t be able to find
our way to the truth.
Jesus, I recognize you as the source of all truth. I pray that you would
give me discernment and understanding in the areas that seem unclear to me. As I follow you, help me learn to recognize your voice,
to seek you for the answers that I need. Show me the way I should go
so that I might walk in it.

Day 17: Resurrection and Life
L E S L I E C O L AW

You don’t have to wait for the End. I am, right now,
Resurrection and Life. The one who believes in me, even
though he or she dies, will live. And everyone who lives believing in me does not ultimately die at all. Do you believe
this? (John 11:25–26 MSG)

Lately it seems there is no end to bad news. There’s one report
after another of tragic death, people taken from this earth way
before their time. Young people with their whole lives ahead of
them, parents with children who still need them, grandparents
whose families will keenly feel the void of their absence. Whether
it’s COVID, cancer, or a car accident, death remains one of life’s
certainties. We feel the ache and the sting of it. Where is God
in the midst of this? Why does it seem like he’s absent when we
need him the most?
This is what was happening in John 11. Lazarus was dying, and
Jesus delayed. There were many people waiting for him to come;
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what urgency they must have felt! They knew that Jesus could
heal Lazarus and, since he was so near death, Jesus had to hurry
or they’d be out of time. They had faith he could heal, but their
faith was still limited. They still lacked understanding of his true
purpose and power.
Alas, Jesus did delay, and Lazarus died. When he finally did arrive, word got to Mary and Martha, the sisters of Lazarus, and
it says Martha rushed out to meet him, but “Mary remained
seated in the house.” This was the same woman who previously
had poured very expensive perfume on the feet of Jesus, wetting them with her tears and wiping them with her hair. What a
beautiful, wholehearted display of worship. Surely she believed
he was the Son of God and was ready to give him everything,
and here he had so completely let her down. He was too late; it
was over. What was the point of even going to see him? It was
hopeless. I imagine she felt disappointed and angry.
Could it be that Jesus still has the same intentions for us? The
family and friends of Lazarus were hoping for Jesus to heal his
sickness, but the whole time he had something even greater in
mind – bringing Lazarus back from the dead. Mary didn’t have
to sit in her grief for long, for Jesus gave her brother back to her.
This is just a glimpse of the resurrecting work Jesus is capable of
and has planned for us.
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What in your life seems dead and hopeless? He is for you, right
now: Resurrection and Life. Do you believe this?
Jesus, there are areas of my life that seem hopeless, things that appear
dead and beyond anyone’s reach. But in faith I come to you and
boldly proclaim that you are doing – and will do – a mighty resurrecting work. There is nothing and no one beyond your reach. Help
my unbelief; help me to have hope where it seems there is none. With
you, not even death is final. With you, the last word is victory.
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worries and sorrows that belong to this earth, and the love of the
things that are in it.”3

Day 18: Prince of Peace
L E S L I E C O L AW

Peace I leave with you; my peace I give to you. Not as the
world gives do I give to you. Let not your hearts be troubled,
neither let them be afraid. (John 14:27)

Thomas Merton tells the story of his journey toward the Abbey
of Gethsemani in 1941, how he was filled with anticipation, his
desire to be accepted into the monastery increasing the closer
he got to his destination. And yet, even as his desire increased
so did his peace. He considered that if he wasn’t accepted, the
army was a second choice, and even though this wasn’t his heart’s
desire, he was at peace knowing that he belonged to God, and no
circumstance could take that away. The thought of not getting
into the monastery no longer troubled him. “I was free,” he said.
“I had recovered my liberty. I belonged to God, not to myself:
and to belong to Him is to be free, free of all the anxieties and

The peace we find in Christ is unlike any other because it cannot
be taken away. He doesn’t give as the world gives. His peace is
not conditional upon circumstances for which we only have the
illusion of control. It’s not affected by human power or error. It
is an assurance, a guarantee based on promises made by a God
whose faithfulness is completely reliable. Philippians 4:7 talks
about this peace that passes understanding. This reassures us that
those things in our lives to which there is no answer, the unfixables, the pain that doesn’t make sense to us – even those places
are not beyond his peace. Peace is not the absence of pain; it is
the presence of hope.
The peace he assures us of also comes from the gift of the Holy
Spirit. In John 14:26 Jesus said, “But the Helper, the Holy
Spirit, whom the Father will send in my name, he will teach you
all things and bring to your remembrance all that I have said
to you.” The disciples he was speaking to were distressed when
he talked about how he wouldn’t always be with them, and he
assured them that one better than him would fill his absence.
Thomas Merton, The Seven Story Mountain (Norwalk, CT: The
Easton Press, 2002), page 406.
3
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Because of the Holy Spirit, we are never alone. He is always near,
the closest of friends. The work of his Spirit in us produces peace
(Gal. 5:22) even in the most tumultuous of times. The Holy
Spirit will remind us of the words and promises of Jesus. His
peace gives us inner strength when we need it most, when we
reach the end of ourselves.
The peace of Christ is not something we have to strive for, it is
freely given. “Peace I leave with you; my peace I give to you.”
Come and receive.
Jesus, to belong to you is to be free. I do not have to worry about
what happens to me because you already reign victorious. I give myself to you. Holy Spirit, fill me with your peace.
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Day 19: Great High Priest
L E S L I E C O L AW

Therefore, since we have a great high priest who has ascended
into heaven, Jesus the Son of God, let us hold firmly to the
faith we profess. For we do not have a high priest who is unable to empathize with our weaknesses, but we have one who
has been tempted in every way, just as we are—yet he did not
sin. (Hebrews 4:14–15 NIV)

Imagine yourself as a Hebrew, one of God’s people living in Old
Testament times. Imagine gathering at the temple on the Day of
Atonement, one of many in a large crowd, waiting for the high
priest to perform the sacred ritual that would atone for his own
sins as well as those of the people. The high priest was one selected from among the people, appointed as a representative of the
people to God. He had to perform all sorts of cleansing rituals
before entering the inner room of the temple where God’s Spirit
dwelled, a most holy and sacred space that only the priest was
allowed to enter. What would it be like to be cut off from the
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Spirit of God because of your sins, knowing that you relied on
the regular sacrifices of the priest to atone for them? What if you
knew the only chance you would ever have of stepping foot into
the holy of holies where God’s Spirit dwelled was if you were the
one out of a multitude selected to be the high priest?
Hebrews 5 talks about this role of a high priest, one appointed to
act on behalf of people in relation to God. A high priest was able
to deal gently with the wayward because of his own weakness,
and he was obligated to offer sacrifices for his own sins as well as
for the people.
Jesus is the ultimate high priest – the Great High Priest. But,
in him there is no sin, and he was under no obligation to offer
a sacrifice. He made himself weak; he chose to offer sacrifice on
our behalf. God appointed him, and he went willingly. He did
not exalt himself to be made high priest (Heb. 5:5); he humbled
himself as the sacrificial lamb. Not only did he offer the sacrifice
for our sins as a high priest does; he became the sacrifice. He is
the only high priest who could do this because he is the only one
who is perfect, and he was made perfect through his suffering
(Heb 2:10).
Because Jesus is without sin, he is our source of salvation, and
because of his suffering, he is also our source of mercy. We tend
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to picture him as one who looks down on us with disappointment. We should rather think of him as one who looks eye to
eye with us and says, “I get it.” This is why we can approach the
throne of grace with confidence, no longer separated from his
presence (Heb 4:16). He is both our perfect Savior and sympathizing friend.
Jesus, I come to you in humility with my weakness. I bring it out of
its hiding place into the holy of holies, knowing that in your presence
I find grace and help. I feel your gaze of love and compassion, and I
thank you for becoming the bridge between myself and God. I turn
from my sin and toward you, knowing that I am now no longer cut
off, but adopted as your child.
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Day 20: Bridegroom
L E S L I E C O L AW

I saw the Holy City, the new Jerusalem, coming down out of
heaven from God, prepared as a bride beautifully dressed for
her husband. (Revelation 21:2 NIV)

If you’ve ever fallen in love, you know how all-consuming it is.
All your thoughts are for that person – your first and last waking thought of each day. All your senses are captivated and you
feel you’ll burst if you contain your feelings. Countless songs
and poems try to capture the experience. Two people who feel
this way about each other want nothing more than to spend
forever together. To be separated is profound anguish. In the
words of Aristotle, “Love is composed of a single soul inhabiting two bodies.”
To truly understand love, we must look to the source of love
himself. We see this image of love described above in the person
of Christ, who went to the greatest of lengths so that we could
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be with him. We, the church, are his bride. His love for us is
all-consuming, he is captivated with us, his devotion to us undying. He suffered profound anguish so that we would no longer
be separated from him. We are the object of his love, his affection, his passion. The love we experience here on earth is a mere
rivulet compared to the Fountain of love from which it all flows.
In The Four Loves, C. S. Lewis described it like this:
We were made for God. Only by being in some respect like
Him, only by being a manifestation of His beauty, lovingkindness, wisdom, or goodness, has any earthly Beloved excited our
love. It is not that we have loved them too much, but that we did
not quite understand what we were loving.4
Jesus is truly the lover of our souls, the only one in whom we
find satisfaction and fulfillment. He is preparing a place for us
and will return to take us there (John 14:3). He is faithful and
will never betray us. Jesus is alive, a person to be experienced
with the senses and emotions. “Open your mouth and taste,
open your eyes and see how good God is” (Ps. 34:8). He delights
in us and wants us to delight in him.

C. S. Lewis, The Four Loves (Brantford, ON: W. Ross MacDonald
School Resource Services Library, 2017), page 178.
4
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In John 4 Jesus has a conversation with a woman who had been
married five times and was still unhappy. He spoke to her of a
living water, found only in him, which would become like a
wellspring inside of her, “gushing fountains of endless life” (John
4:14). The dominant view of our culture is that fulfillment is
found in human, sexual, romantic love, and the answer is in
finding “the one.” Jesus points to himself, the One we are all
looking for. “I am he,” he says (John 4:26 NIV). You don’t have
to wait any longer or look any further).
Jesus, help me to experience you in this way, to taste and see how
good you are! Open my eyes to the fact that you are the One I have
been looking for, the lover of my soul, the true love of my life. I recognize all the love I experience comes from you as its source. I can’t
wait for the day when I will see the place you are preparing for me
and I get to be with you forever!
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Day 21: Head of the Church
M I K E C O L AW

He [God] worked in Christ when he raised him from the dead
and seated him at his right hand in the heavenly places, far
above all rule and authority and power and dominion, and
above every name that is named, not only in this age but also
in the one to come. And he put all things under his feet and
gave him as head over all things to the church, which is his
body, the fullness of him who fills all in all. (Ephesians 1:2--23)

My wife and I have five children together. It is astounding to us
how different each one of them is. They come from the same
gene pool, raised by the same two parents, and yet each of them
is so unique. In the same situation, they will each have a different
reaction and perspective. Leslie and I see so much value in this.
Each of them inspires and amazes us with the unique imprint
they make on the world. However, the differences can create tensions and disagreements. There must be something bigger than
all of us – a common thread that keeps us knit tightly together.
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The city of Ephesus was a large influential city where Paul had
a successful ministry. The opening of this letter was a proclamation that the life of Christ is the activity of God in humanity.
Paul’s prayer is not that we only know this but that we experience it as well, that we experience the power that raised Jesus
from the dead (Rom. 8:11). Paul works to show how Jesus is the
new Adam that unifies the whole human race.
However, unity is not the same as uniformity. Paul says that
Jesus keeps us unique by gifting each individual differently for a
unique purpose (Eph. 4:1–16). Jesus, as the new Adam, shows
how he will bring powerful unity among such diverse people. As
we read in Ephesians chapters 4–6, Jesus teaches us a new way to
be with one another, and this all comes from a new way of being
as individuals. The church is the family of God and Jesus is the
head of this home. The metaphor used in the text to describe
joining Christ’s family is a removal of the old self and putting on
a new self. We take off lies, anger, theft, gossip, revenge, promiscuity, and drunkenness. We put on the unifying power of truth,
peace, generosity, kindness, forgiveness, and self-control.
Jesus is the head of the church, or the family of God, and the
members of that family must look to him for leadership. Unity
in this family requires a “taking off” of some of our old practices
and a “putting on” of the values and practices of the new family.
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Our nationality, race, language, or preferences no longer define
us. Christ is our new identity. By placing Jesus first, we will actually live better in our uniqueness. This means that our first
loyalty is no longer to what makes us different from one another,
but the commonality we share in Jesus, the thread that knits our
hearts together.
Father, help me to love you well. Help me to place you first and place
your family first that I might live into my uniqueness in a way that
brings glorious unity and honor. I am uniquely better when I submit
to you.
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Day 22: Judge of the
Living and the DeaD
L E S L I E C O L AW

But they will have to give account to him who is ready to
judge the living and the dead. (1 Peter 4:5 NIV)

The Holocaust. Mass genocide. Slavery. Serial killers. Child sex
trafficking. Evil dictators. Domestic abuse. We look at the world
and see so much injustice, and the people responsible seem to
get away with it. How do we reconcile this problem of evil?
Humanity still strives to right wrongs and bring justice, and we
should care about these things, but we will always fail to do so
perfectly. There are some who still believe and hope that a utopian society where wrongs are righted and all have what they
need is possible – but it isn’t. The problem is in all of us and the
only solution is a new kingdom brought to earth at the return
of Jesus, when he comes for a second time as judge of the living
and the dead.
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In the face of so many atrocities, the answer is in knowing that
there will be a call to give account by him who has the authority.
We talk a lot about the love of Jesus, as we should. This is a message that should never cease to be proclaimed enthusiastically.
But he also has authority to send people to eternal punishment
(Matt. 25:41, 46). To only characterize him as loving and gentle
is to misrepresent him. We need to know that what we do and
the way we live matters. And we should also ask the question,
would a loving God allow so much pain and suffering without
accountability?
We easily assume the role of judge, and we do well to remember
that Jesus is the only one capable of playing this role. God alone
can weigh the intentions and posture of the heart. He is perfect,
we are not. He also works in tandem with God the Father, “I can
do nothing on my own. As I hear, I judge, and my judgment is
just, because I seek not my own will but the will of him who sent
me” (John 5:30). Jesus’ judgment is not self-seeking or vengeful.
In it, he perfectly executes the will of God. He will bring justice
to the perpetrators and for the victims.
When people wrong us, we must remember that all, ourselves
included, have sinned and fall short (Rom. 3:23). This reminds
us that we are ill-equipped to seek our own justice or revenge.
He is the only one fit to judge, we cannot bear that responsibility
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or burden. Moreover, true justice is that we would all perish. In
his mercy, he has made it so that those who believe in him for
salvation merely escape judgment. It is not that we no longer
deserve it – we are mere recipients of mercy (Rom. 6:23).
Until he brings his perfect version of justice, we are commanded
to turn the other cheek (Matt. 5:39); to forgive as we have been
forgiven (Eph. 4:32); to love our enemies and pray for those who
persecute us (Matt. 5:44); and to invite our fellow offenders into
the mercy we have been given without partiality (Mark 16:15).
He calls us to put our weapons away and follow him.
Jesus, thank you for this truth. It can feel so heavy to live in a world
where so much pain is inflicted on others, where there is so much
suffering and violence. Work in me and in others to mold hearts of
humility that yield to you as the only way, the only solution to our
brokenness. Until you bring full justice, help me to represent you well.

Day 23: Alpha and Omega
M I K E C O L AW

Behold, he is coming with the clouds, and every eye will see
him, even those who pierced him, and all tribes of the earth
will wail on account of him. Even so. Amen. “I am the Alpha
and the Omega,” says the Lord God, “who is and who was
and who is to come, the Almighty.” (Revelation 1:7–8)

In middle school I learned the hard way the power of words.
A number of us preteen boys were standing around talking together when my friend’s crush walked toward us. With all the
immaturity of a twelve-year-old boy he blurted out, “I think you
are fat! P-H-A-T that is – pretty hot and tempting!” I know . . .
we were all eleven or twelve years old. It was the best pickup line
he could come up with. Years later we discovered that this young
lady struggled with feeling overweight. We had no idea. She really was beautiful. She took the statement to heart and told us it
fueled even more an eating disorder we didn’t know she had. We
were in college when we discovered the impact of those little boy
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immature words. We apologized, but the power of those words
had already taken their toll.
Words are really powerful. Much more powerful than we realize.
With a word you can lift a spirit or discourage a heart. I could
be on a phone call with someone on the other side of the world
and my words could cause the deepest pain or the greatest joy.
Phrases like “I love you” or “I hate you” are incredibly powerful.
There is evidence that encouraging words can even affect your
immune system! There are real world effects from mere words.
The more powerful the source the greater the impact. A king’s or
president’s words can send a nation to war, level communities,
save or destroy lives. All from a mere word.
Alpha and Omega are the first and last letters of the Greek alphabet. Think of all that is contained in between those letters. It’s no
accident that the first and last of an alphabet is used to describe
Christ. He is not only the beginning and ending, he is the bookend of all ideas and understanding, of all that exists. Every word
that could be formed and its subsequent effect, the nature and
ways of Christ can live in it.
The universe was created at the word of God.
The work of salvation was declared by words.
The world as we know it will come to an end by words.
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Inside of the creative language of God, see yourself. What do
you make in your spheres of influence? Pause and be aware of
what you form with your words. Christ is not merely the beginning or the end. He should be in all we form.
Jesus, you are the Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the end.
You have always been and always will be. Everything that exists is
held by your existence. Help my words and the life I live bring your
nature and ways into the world around me.
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Day 24: Immanuel
M I K E C O L AW

Behold, the virgin shall conceive and bear a son, and they
shall call his name Immanuel (which means, God with us).
(Matthew 1:23)

Imagine waking up deep underground in a cave, alone. The air
is heavy with moisture and the mere light of a flickering candle
makes every cavern pathway appear to end in total darkness.
The only sound you hear is the faint slow drip of water. The cave
feels more like a tomb. Your grogginess is suddenly replaced with
panic. Are you alone in this new world? How did you get here?
What’s the purpose of this? In a frantic search you see a piece of
paper with a note on it. It simply says, “Call to me.” In desperation you call out, “Is anyone out there?” Then comes the waiting
. . . every second feels like eternity as you wait for an answer.
In a sense, this is how Old Testament prophecy worked. There
was a message given to a lost humanity with very deep questions.
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The promise is that a rescuer will come to those that call to him,
but the span of time between the Old and New Testaments is
about four hundred years . . . four hundred years of silence. No
prophets bringing a word from God, no miraculous displays of
God’s presence and power. Has the world been forsaken? Have
they been left utterly alone?
Matthew 1:23 is the fulfillment of Isaiah 7:14. The One who
knows why we are here, what our purpose is, and what to do
about it is answering back in human form. True embodied wisdom, love, and understanding has come, and he’s come as a
vulnerable, human infant. Love wrapped in tiny human flesh,
answering all our questions in the familiar sound of a baby’s cry.
He who once seemed so absent is now so incredibly present.
Why wasn’t Jesus given the name Immanuel at birth? Why isn’t
that what he was called while he lived on this earth? That’s who
he is: God in human form. However, he was given a common
name, Jesus, and that’s what he was known by among the people
who walked this earth with him. His parents, his brothers and
sisters, cousins, aunts and uncles, neighbors and friends – they
all knew him as Jesus, just another Jewish boy among many.
He was familiar and ordinary. We know him as Jesus, but also
as Immanuel. Because of all we now know about him, he is
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certainly not ordinary. But he is still familiar, he is close, and he
walks this earth with us.
Immanuel – God with us. Our God has come to us. In Jesus
we find both a familiar friend and the answer to all our deepest questions. Every hurt, longing, and displacement finds its
answer in Christ. We are no longer lost, crying out in the dark.
God has answered us in the person of Jesus. Immanuel means
God is with us. It’s in his name.
Jesus, you are the answer to all my heart’s deepest questions and longings. I am no longer alone, grasping in the dark, for you are with
me and your hand holds me fast. You are big enough to be the one
true God, and small enough to be my close, personal friend. You are
Immanuel – you are with me.

Day 25: JESUS CHRIST THE MESSIAH
M I K E C O L AW

When Jesus came to the region of Caesarea Philippi, he asked
his disciples, “Who do people say the Son of Man is?” They
replied, “Some say John the Baptist; others say Elijah; and
still others, Jeremiah or one of the prophets.” “But what
about you?” he asked. “Who do you say I am?” Simon Peter
answered, “You are the Messiah, the Son of the living God.”
(Matthew 16:13–16 NIV)

In the beginning God created people who were to reflect him.
Adam was placed in the garden of Eden to rule the earth well,
in the image of God (Gen. 1:28). Adam and Eve were to bring
order and to have dominion over the earth, then comes this serpent. It’s a very mysterious and poetic story that’s hard to understand. The serpent tempts them in a very specific way. Basically,
he presents them with the opportunity to dismiss God’s instructions and become their own interpreters of right and wrong. We
don’t get a clear picture of why the serpent is there, how long
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they lived on earth before this event took place, or even what exactly was broken after this rejection of God’s kingdom values. In
their innocence, Adam and Eve clearly don’t understand the cost
before the deal is struck, yet they still carry full responsibility for
it. When they reject God’s ways, death enters the world, and the
life-giving image of God begins to fade. All of humanity is now
faced with a choice to follow or reject God. This new way will
influence everything, things as large as entire civilizations and
as intimate as sexual dynamics. Death, dishonor, lies, and pride
will poison everything.

is a good man or a wise teacher. He is saying Jesus is the new
Adam, the Son of God embodied before them, the only one who
can ultimately restore the world to its rightful purpose. Jesus is
the Messiah, the promised restorer and healer of the world.

Yet the story of the fall of man ends with a promise – that there
will be a new Adam, a new Son of God, a Messiah, a perfect image of God that will flawlessly reflect the values of God’s kingdom
in the world again. This time he will come into what is broken
and call others to join in on this restoration mission. In Jesus we
see what the original “rule” looks like. It is perfect love spreading
everywhere he goes, like fertilizer for the birth of a new world. He
is not merely a container of love, he is love, the very definition of
what love is to look like. The originally intended plan for us has
been restored; Eden is open again. Now instead of man’s ways
working to destroy this good world, God’s ways are working to
restore a broken one. The great reversal has begun.

To be worthy of the kingdom of God, you can’t merely like Jesus.
You must release your role as the one who gets to decide what
is right and wrong, and fully submit to God. This is what the
Christ requires. He is not merely coach, teacher, or wise man.
He is the hope of the world, the Messiah.

Here in Matthew’s gospel we find Peter offering one of the greatest confessions found in Scripture. Peter isn’t merely saying Jesus

Who do you say Jesus is? Is he merely a good teacher? Is he merely a wise man come to offer us new insightful ideas? Is he merely
a personal coach who we take advice from and admire, but ultimately pick and choose which teachings to listen to? Just like
the first sin, this view of Jesus still places your will above God’s.

Jesus, open my eyes fully to who you are. You did not come to be a
good teacher, coach, or wise man. To truly follow you, I must set
aside my wish to define right and wrong by my own desires. I must
let you be Lord, because that is who you are. I want to be of the new
kingdom, to reflect the image of God back into this world. This is
why you came, to show us the way back to Eden. Who do I say you
are? You are the Messiah!

